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Abstract
We investigate a parliamentary committee meeting overseeing a randomly
chosen state-owned entity, in order to track the processes of knowledge
production that occur in parliamentary oversight. The entity’s
representatives use “epistemological condensation” (Maton 2014:130) to
present the information they give to the MPs as incontestable, effectively
“black-boxing” it. “Black-boxing” (Latour 1987) is a process which
presents knowledge in such a way that very little room is left for questioning
it. The committee members also use “epistemological rarefaction” (Maton
2014:130) to open the black box of the presentation and question its
contents, challenging the practices of the entity.
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1. Introduction

A chief function of any national parliament is oversight of the government’s
executive arm. This parliamentary oversight entails monitoring the actions
of government and state-owned entities, particularly in their budgeting,
management practices and carrying out of the law (Parliament of the
Republic of South Africa 2013). South Africa’s first democratic parliament
(1994-1999) was regarded by many as a ‘golden age’ for parliamentary
oversight, in which members from different parties worked together in
holding the executive arm of Mandela’s government to account (Hasson
2010). By contrast, a gradual decline in the quality and rigour of committee
discourse was perceived under the Mbeki administration (1999-2008). The
Fourth Parliament, elected in 2009 at the beginning of the Zuma
administration, was seen by some as signalling a new commitment to
strengthening parliamentary oversight in general and parliamentary
committees in particular.
However, the Fourth Parliament was not marked by an atmosphere of
confrontation between the ANC and opposition parties to the extent that the
Fifth Parliament is. In the Fifth Parliament, elected in 2014, this
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confrontation has been precipitated largely by the presence of Economic
Freedom Fighters (EFF) members in Parliament, who have emboldened the
opposition with strident protests in the National Assembly (Joubert 2015).
In the Fourth Parliament, before the advent of the EFF, some saw
younger MPs from the established parties as leading a charge toward
stronger oversight of government. In an interview with one of the authors,1
an African National Congress (ANC) MP who is referred to as ‘C’ in
Section 4 of this chapter expressed this view, saying:
This fourth democratic parliament is much more vibrant, and it’s activist in nature...
For a very long time, at least for the past 16 years, you found a contingent of old
people coming to parliament. You know, the first time that you’re getting, well not
so many, but a couple of young people in parliament, and we bring so much vibrancy
in the politics. Because departments would come to committees, and you know, they
would just present in a very funny way.... When departments come to present to
committees these days, they make sure that their work is well-researched, it is
balanced. They are taking parliament seriously for the very first time.

However, some opposition party members seemed sceptical as to whether
there had been any real change in Parliament’s oversight culture. When
asked in 2010 how he thought the quality and tone of debate had changed
since the beginning of the Fourth Parliament, an MP from the Democratic
Alliance (DA) said:
When you ask whether there’s any difference between this administration and the
previous administration, the words are very good; you know, the soundbite is very
strong that we’re not going to tolerate corruption and where it is we’ll wipe it out,
but yet there are still some problems.

In this chapter, we study the processes by which parliamentary oversight

1

All data collection for this study, including interviews, was conducted by Ian Siebörger as
part of his research towards his MA thesis (Siebörger 2012).
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was carried out in the Fourth Parliament, in order to investigate what is
required for parliamentary oversight to be strengthened. The extent to which
this strengthening has occurred in the fourth and fifth parliaments is yet to
be researched.
Much of the day-to-day work of parliamentary oversight occurs in
parliamentary committees, which review the budgets and strategic plans of
government departments and state-owned entities. In this chapter, we report
on linguistic ethnographic research on spoken, written and multimodal
communication in the committee process of the South African parliament
(Siebörger 2012). This research builds on previous work by Wodak (2009)
on discourse in the European parliament, and Hibbert (2003) on the South
African parliament, in order to give fresh insights into the processes of
knowledge production in parliamentary oversight. We outline our theoretical
perspective on the role of discourse in parliamentary oversight (Section 2),
describe our analytical tools (Section 3), and report on our investigation of
the discourse in a committee meeting and the communication difficulties
that hinder parliamentary oversight in it (Section 4). We summarise our
findings and suggest a difference in understandings of the parliamentary
oversight process which might underlie them (Section 5). We then conclude
by showing how our analysis has contributed to the building of a tentative
model of the role of discourse in knowledge production, and has practical
applications for the ways in which parliamentary committee meetings can
be structured so as to encourage strong oversight (Section 6).
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2. Multimodal literacies, recontextualisation, knowledge and power

Most parliamentary oversight in committees takes the form of presentations
followed by question-and-answer sessions. Thus the truly important
linguistic units of analysis for studying parliamentary oversight are
questions and answers, which have been analysed in political discourse from
a range of theoretical perspectives. In her research on debates in the British
House of Commons, Ilie (2003, 2006) adopted a rhetorical perspective,
showing that these questions are multifunctional: they often give
information that attacks the answerer’s position as well as requesting
information. Others, such as Rasiah (2010), investigating the Australian
parliament, and Galasinski (1996), examining British political discourse,
have used semantic and pragmatic perspectives to explain how politicians
evade questions. While these approaches are valuable, they tend to view
individual question/answer pairs in isolation. We offer a fresh perspective
which focuses instead on how questions and answers help to produce
particular knowledge about the overseen entities and activities.
We view the parliamentary oversight process as a chain of texts, that is,
as part of a genre chain (Fairclough 2003). Figure 1 depicts a section of this
genre chain.
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Figure 1: A section of the parliamentary oversight process genre chain

To negotiate this genre chain, all participants in parliament require
“multimodal literacies”, since committee meetings constitute a multimodal
literacy event, according to theorists from the New Literacy Studies (Pahl
and Rowsell 2005). Participants need to rely on a shared understanding of
the roles and meanings of the different texts used in this genre chain. When
this shared understanding falters, it will often lead to communication
difficulties. We analyse these communication difficulties using the concept
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of recontextualisation, which refers to the process of taking information out
of one context and placing it in another (Bernstein 2003). Communication
difficulties often manifest themselves as failures in recontextualisation from
one text to another, or in other words, as difficulties with taking information
out of the context of one text and placing it in a new one.
Iedema (1999) sees recontextualisation as constituting institutional
discourse and as legitimising and institutionalising certain meanings. He
shows, using a case study of meeting discourse around the planning of
renovations to a mental hospital, that ideas are often recontextualised from
thoughts to spoken expressions to written ones, and then on from less
‘authoritative’ to more ‘authoritative’ genres. Ultimately, these ideas are
presented in what Latour (1987) in his study of knowledge production in the
sciences, terms a “black box”, a system considered to work so well as a
coherent whole that there is no need to open it and pull out its contents to
question them; in fact, if one does, one will upset the complex and
delicately-constructed system. This process, “black-boxing”, is similar to
that which underlies government departments’ and state-owned entities’
presentations to parliamentary committees. However, Latour (1987)
explains that recontextualisation can be used not only to black-box
information in the way described above, but also to open black boxes and
question their content. When a participant in a committee meeting questions
a presentation or a report, (s)he is effectively opening a black box in a way
which may result in a change in others’ perception of the status of the
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information in the black box.
Legitimation Code Theory (LCT) provides tools for describing how this
process of black-boxing takes place. LCT is a theory describing how
knowledge is produced and recontextualised. While it was originally
developed within the sociology of education, it is being applied successfully
to non-educational contexts, such as youth justice hearings (Martin 2009).
Two important concepts that LCT uses to describe processes of
recontextualisation are “epistemological condensation” and “axiological
condensation” (Maton 2014:130). Epistemological condensation, which we
focus on in this chapter, entails condensing meanings into progressively
shorter stretches of text or sets of symbols (Maton 2014). For example, in a
laboratory a scientist might take a hundred readings of a particular
thermometer in the process of an experiment. She would then produce a
graph of fluctuations in temperature over time, which would condense those
readings into one single curve. When added to other similar graphs from
other experiments, this would give her evidence to propose a theory which
condenses all the readings from all the experiments into a single
mathematical formula. Meanwhile, axiological condensation is a process of
grouping people and objects together in different ways, and then attaching a
particular emotion or moral evaluation to each grouping (Maton 2014). A
good example of this is George W. Bush’s well-known labelling of a variety
of countries opposing his agenda as part of an “axis of evil”.
Both of these processes strengthen the “semantic density” (Maton
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2014:123) of knowledge. Semantic density (SD) is the extent to which
knowledge is condensed into a relatively small number of words or
symbols. Knowledge with stronger semantic density (SD+) tends to be the
preserve of specialists, and is typically transmitted through writing, while
knowledge with weaker semantic density (SD-) tends to be associated with
laypeople and spoken transmission. Figure 2 illustrates how
epistemological condensation, our focus in this chapter, strengthens
semantic density, sometimes black-boxing content in the process, and how
this affects the ways in which knowledge is built.2 In parliament, we view
the representatives presenting information about a state-owned entity to the
MPs as building knowledge in particular ways that present their entity in a
favourable light.

2

It is important to note that not every instance of epistemological condensation can be
labelled as ‘black-boxing’. Although the term ‘black-boxing’ is applicable in the analysis
presented in this chapter, it has negative connotations which do not apply to every instance
of epistemological condensation, which is a value-neutral process.
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Figure 2: Epistemological condensation and rarefaction in the production of
knowledge. Adapted from Maton (2011)

Black-boxing is reversible (Latour 1987), and so it is important to study the
reverse of axiological and epistemological condensation, that is from SD+ to
SD-. This is named epistemological and axiological rarefaction (Maton
2014). When MPs question what is presented to them, they engage in
epistemological or axiological rarefaction, challenging and unpacking the
knowledge that presenters are trying to build for them.
Axiological condensation tends to appeal to social power by associating
socially powerful individuals and groups with particular clusters of ideas
and evaluations. Meanwhile, epistemological condensation is used to
generate epistemic power: the type of power that certain knowledge claims
have relative to others by virtue of being supported by (apparently) coherent
knowledge structures (Maton and Moore 2010). Thus one can speak of
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black boxes as epistemically powerful bodies of knowledge that resist
attempts to interrogate their contents. Opposing individuals or groups may
use epistemological condensation to black-box their knowledge claims in
the most epistemically powerful form available to them, and may use
epistemological rarefaction to open others’ black boxes, thereby
undermining their epistemic power.
In the sections that follow, we examine an example of how
epistemological condensation is used to black-box knowledge in a budget
presentation made by representatives of a small state-owned entity,
Agrément SA, to parliament’s Portfolio Committee on Public Works. We
trace how the committee members use epistemological rarefaction to open
the black box of the presentation and question its contents, thereby
undermining the epistemic power of the presentation and reclaiming
epistemic power for the committee and for parliament in general.

3. Studying black-boxing in the committee process of the South African
parliament

We chose linguistic ethnography as an appropriate “point of view” (Scollon
1998:276) or overarching framework with which to study communication in
parliament, since it “holds that language and social life are mutually
shaping” (Rampton et al, 2004:2). This allowed us to examine how the
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micro-context of parliamentary debate, the meso-context of parliament’s
institutional structure and the macro-context of South Africa’s contemporary
socio-political situation shape the communication under study and its
effectiveness.
Linguistic ethnography, as an inherently interdisciplinary approach, lends
itself to use with other frameworks, which we have used to form a multistranded theoretical foundation for this study. We have used LCT as an
“explanatory framework” (Archer 1995) to explore the ways in which
knowledge is produced and critiqued in parliament, as explained in Section
2. Linguistic ethnography also values the “close analysis of situated
language use” (Rampton et al 2004:2), through using linguistic tools of
analysis. The two specific tools of analysis we have used are interactional
sociolinguistics (Gumperz 1982) and the Appraisal framework from SFL
(Martin and White 2005). Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between these
frameworks as used in our study.
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Figure 3: The multi-stranded theoretical foundation used in this article

Interactional sociolinguistics was used to trace how differences in
understanding between the state-owned entity’s representatives and those of
the MPs led to communication difficulties in spoken conversation. We also
employed the Engagement system of the Appraisal framework (Martin and
White 2005) to track the ways in which participants open and close the
black box of the budget presentation, and, more particularly, to trace how
speakers refer to or recontextualise the voices of others in their own speech
or writing. The Engagement system distinguishes between “dialogic
contraction” and “dialogic expansion” (Martin and White 2005: 102).
Dialogic contraction decreases the space given for alternative voices to be
heard, either by disclaiming the validity of these alternative voices, or by
proclaiming the speaker’s view as the only valid one. Dialogic expansion,
by contrast, increases the space given to other voices either by entertaining
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alternative views, or by quoting and attributing what others have said.
Dialogic contraction can indicate an attempt to close a black box by
diminishing room for disagreement over it, while dialogic expansion can be
used to open a black box by creating room for alternative views of its
contents. A wide variety of resources for dialogic expansion and contraction
are described in the Engagement system. Here we briefly introduce the ones
found in the data analysed in the following section, drawing on Martin and
White (2005). Figure 4 shows how these resources fit into the broader
Engagement system. All Appraisal labels in this chapter, including
Engagement resources, are written with an initial capital letter.

Deny
Disclaim

Counter
Affirm

Contract

Concur
Concede
Proclaim

Pronounce

Endorse

Heterogloss

Engagement

Entertain
Expand
Monogloss

Acknowledge

Attribute
Distance

Figure 4: The Appraisal system of Engagement. Adapted from Martin and
White (2005).

In the data analysed in the following section, two resources for dialogic
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expansion are found:


Entertain is used to introduce a particular idea as being a possibility,
such as “I don’t know whether they are going to cut employees.”



Acknowledge introduces an idea without indicating whether or not
the sender agrees with that idea. An example of Acknowledge is
“You are saying you are going to reduce your percentages.”

Additionally, five resources for dialogic contraction are found:


Deny is used where the sender openly disagrees with the idea that is
introduced. An example of Deny is “We’re not passing the budget.”



Counter is used where the sender expresses an idea that replaces
another, opposite meaning. An example of Counter is “When we
adopt a report we accept it as we see it here, but to pass a report is a
different story.”



Pronounce heightens the emphasis placed on a particular idea, for
example, “In fact, each hand can have many questions.”



Endorse is used in cases where the sender acknowledges the source
of ideas in a way that implies a commitment to the truth of these
ideas. For example, the locution “The committee observed that this
function was not implemented to its maximum” implies that the
sender agrees that the function truly was not implemented to its
maximum.



Concede indicates the points on which a sender agrees with an
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opposing argument, for example, “I agree with what you are saying;
the Appropriation Bill will be... passed on Tuesday.” This resource
is often closely followed by an instance of Counter, to introduce an
assertion that, according to the sender, still holds despite what (s)he
has conceded.
The meeting of the Portfolio Committee on Public Works that we
describe in this chapter was observed during a five-week ethnographic field
visit made to parliament in July 2009. In this meeting, Agrément SA, a
small state-owned entity responsible for assessing and certifying innovative
construction materials before they appear on the market, presented their
strategic plan and budget to the Portfolio Committee on Public Works. The
selection of this state-owned entity as a subject of study was random.

4.

Epistemological condensation and rarefaction in a budget

presentation

The meeting begins with a lengthy presentation on Agrément SA’s vision,
mission and strategic plan by its Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Following
this, he hands over to his Chief Financial Officer (CFO), who speaks on the
entity’s budgets. Thereafter, the chairperson (C) opens the floor for what is
called “a round of questions” from MPs, which are answered by the CEO.
The episode we concentrate on occurs in the form of a second “round of
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questions”, which mainly concerns Agrément SA’s budgets.
This second “round of questions” can be divided into three distinct
stages:
1.

An opposition DA MP (whom we refer to as MD1) and a ruling-party
ANC MP (referred to as MA1) ask initial questions on the CFO’s
budget presentation. These are discussed in 4.1, in conjunction with a
brief analysis of part of the CFO’s presentation.

2.

The CFO attempts to answer MA1 and MD1’s questions. These
answers are discussed in 4.2.

3.

Some MPs ask follow-up questions, discussed briefly in 4.3.
We conducted interviews with some of the MPs at this meeting to elicit

their perspectives on the interaction, as these play an important role in
interactional sociolinguistic analysis. These revealed some important
contextual factors affecting the meeting’s discourse. First, an opposition
Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) MP (referred to as MI1) mentioned that the
committee had had trouble with Agrément SA concealing unflattering
information about its budget in the past, leading him to suspect that they
were concealing information in this budget as well. This suspicion appears
to have been shared by other members, as reflected in the way in which MPs
questioned the budget in the meeting.
Second, as mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, several MPs
reported that the new parliament (inaugurated barely two months before this
meeting) had brought with it a re-energised commitment to more rigorous
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parliamentary oversight, particularly among ANC members.
These two contextual factors predisposed the MPs to view Agrément
SA’s budget as a black box that needed to be opened and interrogated, as we
now show.

4.1.

Stage 1: Opening questions

This stage shows how two MPs, MD1 and MA1, seek to open the black box
of the CFO’s presentation by using dialogically expansive resources to
entertain certain interpretations of what the CFO has said, and point out the
problems with these interpretations using dialogically contractive resources.
Figure 5 shows an example of one of the PowerPoint slides presented by
the CFO to give information about Agrément SA’s financial position and
budget. In this slide, a large amount of information is condensed into four
numbers and a total, giving it a strong semantic density (SD+).
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Figure 5: Sample slide from Agrément SA’s presentation

The CFO’s presentation of Agrément SA’s budget is composed of eight
slides similar to Figure 5 in format. He reads off these slides verbatim for
the most part, with very few comments explaining what was covered by
each of the budget items. Thus his spoken recontextualisation of the slides
does not help to weaken the strong SD of the budget presentation. This
means that the presentation has all the characteristics of a black box.
The first substantive question concerning Agrément SA’s budgets comes
from MD1, an opposition MP. This question, which is part of a much longer
utterance in which essentially four questions are asked, is reproduced
below:3

3

Transcription conventions for the extracts reproduced in this chapter are as follows:
<….>
Softer “off-microphone” utterances
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(1)

But I just want to ask on the financial financial one (1.55) manpower (0.47) to me it
means (0.27) salaries actually (0.02) I don’t know what else they could put under
that one (0.51) and if it is salaries (0.44) sixty two percent (0.4) of the money go to
salaries (0.32) which doesn’t sound alright (1.34) and I can see they are trying to cut
it down (0.03) but cutting it down I don’t know whether they are going to cut meeh- employees (0.14) that’s another thing that we don’t want to see

MD1’s reference to “manpower” refers to the first budget line item on the
slide reproduced in Figure 5 and others like it.
When he says, “I can see they are trying to cut it down” he is
recontextualising the fact that on slides showing Agrément SA’s budgets,
this amount decreases from 62% to 43% of total expenditure. Table 1
presents the Engagement choices made in Extract 1, enabling one to see the
patterns of dialogic expansion and contraction in it.

[…..]
(0.9)
(
)
(( ))
U:

Overlaps
Pauses (measured in seconds)
Unclear speech on recording
Non-linguistic sounds
Unidentified participant
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Instantiation

Expand /
Contract

Resource Meaning expanded / contracted

but

Contract

Counter

I just want to ask on the financial one

I just

Contract

Counter

want to ask on the financial one

I just want to ask
on the financial
one

Expand

Entertain

manpower (0.47) to me it means (0.27)
salaries actually (0.02) I don’t know what
else they could put under that one

to me it means

Expand

Entertain

salaries actually

actually

Contract

Counter

salaries

I don’t know

Contract

Deny

what else they could put under that one

if

Expand

Entertain

it is salaries

is

Contract

Pronounce salaries

doesn’t

Contract

Deny

sound alright

I can see

Expand

Entertain

they are trying to cut it down

but

Contract

Counter

cutting it down I don’t know whether they
are going to cut me- eh- employees

I don’t know

Expand

Entertain

whether they are going to cut me- ehemployees

we don’t want to
see

Contract

Deny

another thing (i.e. “they are going to cut
me- eh- employees”)

Table 1: Engagement choices in Extract 1

In his question, MD1 appears to be contesting the meaning of
“manpower”, which appeared next to the first budget item on some of the
slides. After the initial instance of the dialogically contractive Engagement
resource of Counter which marks that MD1’s question may come somewhat
unexpectedly, he opens the black box of the budget using the dialogically
expansive resource of Entertain twice: in “I just want to ask on the financial
financial one” and “to me it means”. This allows him to insert his own
interpretation of the budget line item: that it refers to “salaries”. In this way
he begins to use semantic rarefaction to open the budget as a black box.
After MD1’s comments, a ruling-party MP, MA1, adds to his question
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about the amount allocated to “manpower” and relates this to an earlier
question he asked about “variable percentages” in the budget. This is what
he says:
(2)

...And also (0.78) specifically you know that the issue of the percentage eh (0.41) I
think (0.06) (MA3) or other honourable member has just asked that question (0.5)
when you are taking as I said your percentages (1.03) what what do you make
exactly (0.03) because (0.98) when you are saying you are going to reduce your
percentages trying to manage (0.85) but still ehm (0.24) you your financial costs
(0.96) eh ranges above (1.54) eh you must you must give clarification where is the
(0.52) eh you going to decrease your percentages instead of sixty-two percent (0.02)
to fifty-six percent (0.59) I’m just looking at the ones that I am having (1.4) of of of
of of your your financial eh eh (0.45) manpower human capital (1.04) but your your
your your amount there is also increasing (0.66) we understand that it might also
(0.41) help to deal with (0.16) additional amounts of (0.05) implemented staff but
you must be able to clarify to us (0.32) as I asked earlier the percentage (0.04) the
variable percentage that you use (0.12) thank you

MA1 recontextualises MD1’s initial question as being on “the issue of the
percentage”, using the definite article to index that the matter is already
given information.
Once he has opened the black box of the budget by referring to MD1 and
the CFO’s earlier utterances, MA1 uses the dialogically contractive
resources of Counter and Concede to express problems and contradictions
that he sees in the budget, and to black-box the information he would like
the CFO to give in response to his comments (See Table 2.).
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Instantiation

Expand /
Contract

Resource

Meaning expanded / contracted

you know

Contract

Endorse

that the issue of the
percentage eh

I think

Expand

Entertain

(MA3) or other honourable
member has just asked that
question

(MA3) or other
honourable member
has just asked

Expand

Acknowledge

that question

as I said

Expand

Entertain

your percentages

you are
saying

Expand

Acknowledge

you are going to reduce your
percentages trying to manage.

but still

Contract

Counter

you your financial costs (0.96) eh
ranges above

BUT

Contract

Counter

your your your your amount there
is also increasing

we understand that

Contract

Concede

it might also (0.41) help to deal
with (0.16) additional amounts of
(0.05) implemented staff

but

Contract

Counter

you must be able to clarify to us
as I asked earlier the percentage
(0.04) the variable percentage
that you use

as I asked earlier

Expand

Entertain

the percentage (0.04) the variable
percentage that you use

Table 2: Engagement choices in Extract 2

MA1 has effectively strengthened the SD of the discourse, moving from
the more concrete details pertaining to one particular budget line item,
“manpower”, to general principles that govern the manner in which all the
amounts on the budget are adjusted from year to year (“variable
percentages”).
These initial questions are fairly typical of the textual structure of most of
the questions raised by MPs in the committee meetings we observed. Such
questions are often vague and ungrammatical, and are combined with
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several additional questions within the same utterance, which does not make
for easy decoding and answering.
The aim of these initial questions is to request further information from
the CFO so that his budget can be scrutinised, or in other words, so that the
presentation can be opened as a black box, allowing epistemological
rarefaction to take place. This challenges the coherence of the knowledge
that the CFO has presented, and seeks to increase the power of the MPs.

4.2.

Stage 2: The CFO’s answers

When the CFO attempts to answer MD1 and MA1’s questions, he does so
without opening the black box of his original presentation greatly.
He addresses the question about “manpower” at the beginning of his
utterance:
(3)

Eh the first one (0.05) from the honourable member that side eh (0.04) on manpower
we are not actual cutting on manpower when you look at the figures they are actual
increasing (0.41) the percentages what is happening we are taking (0.04) percentage
of that particular manpower (0.04) in the total budget (0.41) so it’s actually
reshuffling the money of the total budget costs (0.85) so you might think percentages
are going down but when you look at the figures actually we are forecasting more...

It is clear that the CFO uses dialogically contractive resources intensively
here to defend his presentation against MD1 and MA1’s questions (See
Table 3.). At the beginning of his answer, the CFO recontextualises the word
“cutting” from MD1, who said “I can see they are trying to cut it [the
percentage of the budget allocated to salaries] down”.
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Instantiation

Expand /
Contract

Resource

Meaning expanded / contracted

not

Contract

Deny

actual cutting on manpower

actual

Contract

Counter

cutting on manpower

when you look at
the figures

Contract

Endorse

they are actual increasing

actual

Contract

Counter

they are… increasing

actually

Contract

Counter

it’s... reshuffling the money of the
total budget costs

you might think

Expand

Acknowledge

percentages are going down

but

Contract

Counter

when you look at the figures
actually we are forecasting more

when you look at
the figures

Contract

Endorse

actually we are forecasting more

actually

Contract

Counter

we are forecasting more

we are
forecasting

Expand

Entertain

more

Table 3: Engagement choices in Extract 3

Superficially, the CFO responds favourably to the concerns MD1 raised:
the percentage of the budget allocated to “manpower” is decreasing, and
despite this, Agrément SA is not cutting down on salaries. However, he does
not give MD1 and MA1 any new information to address their concerns.
The CFO’s reference to “the percentages” in Extract 3 may mark an
attempt by him to address MA1’s question about what “variable
percentages” were used to calculate the amounts on the budgets. However,
MA1 does not view the CFO’s utterance in this way and so, after the CFO
has finished speaking, he prompts him again to answer this question:
(4)
CFO: ...To what our forecasting (0.69) should be on (0.05)
(2.9)
C:
<Thank you is there anything>=
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MA1: The percentage variable
(3.13)
CFO: (Sorry what I said) the perce- the document has fixed percentages (0.43) you’re
saying if I increase in this particular (0.52) eh (0.56) budget line is so much
percentage (0.92) the percentages that are put in here mean that (0.77) on the total
budget we’ve got hundred million (0.55) right (0.67) manpower (0.52) might go
down by so much percent (0.45) in relation to total budget the bottom line ( 2.29)
manpower for this (0.6) stadium (0.35) eh (0.23) expenditure compared to the (0.23)
forecast expenditure (0.39) or the- eh- eh- (0.54) previous expenditure compared to
the forecast i-budget (0.26) no (0.35) it’s actually percentages (0.92) in the total
budget (0.8) it’s the percentages of everything (0.87) so we might have increased
costs on running increased costs on manpower (0.52) and then we will find that then
the percentages change (0.53) but (answering my) question on how we go on that
(0.47) we look at the business plan (1.04) if there is- the business plan is focusing
more on these (then percentages they might increase on that line) (0.76) thank you

C is about to ask if there are any other new questions, or if there are any
questions that the CFO has not yet answered, when MA1 reminds the CFO
to speak about the variable percentages by saying “The percentage
variable”. The fact that MA1 prompts the CFO to address his question about
“variable percentages” demonstrates that he is not afraid to hold the CFO
accountable for answering all the financial questions he asks.
The dialogic expansion here (See Table 4.) recontextualises four different
“voices” in this utterance:
1.

The CFO’s own voice earlier in answer to the questions (e.g. “what I
said the perce- the document has fixed percentages”)

2.

The “voice” of the PowerPoint slides and handouts, which the CFO
attempts to explain

3.

The voice of MA1. “You’re saying” projects his explanation of MA1’s
type of percentages: “if I increase in this particular (0.52) eh (0.56)
budget line is so much percentage”.
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4.

A hypothetical “voice” which entertains particular scenarios and
explains how they would be presented on the budgets (e.g. in
“manpower (0.52) might go down by so much percent (0.45) in
relation to total budget the bottom line”). This hypothetical “voice” is
used to weaken the SD of the CFO’s answer, by illustrating it through
use of some more concrete examples.

Instantiation

Expand /
Contract

Resource

Meaning expanded / contracted

what I said

Expand

Entertain

the perce- the document has fixed
percentages

the document
has

Expand

Acknowledge

fixed percentages

you’re saying

Expand

Acknowledge

if I increase in this particular (0.52) eh
(0.56) budget line is so much percentage

if

Expand

Entertain

I increase in this particular (0.52)
eh (0.56) budget line

the percentages Expand
that are put in
here mean

Acknowledge

that on the total budget we’ve got
hundred million (0.55) right

manpower
(0.52) might

Expand

Entertain

go down by so much percent (0.45) in
relation to total budget the bottom line

no

Contract

Deny

manpower for this (0.6) stadium (0.35)
eh (0.23) expenditure compared to the
(0.23) forecast expenditure (0.39) or theeh- eh- (0.54) previous expenditure
compared to the forecast i-budget

actually

Contract

Counter

it’s percentages (0.92) in the total budget

we might

Expand

Entertain

have increased costs on running
increased costs on manpower (0.52) and
then we will find that then the
percentages change

but

Contract

Counter

answering my question on how we go on
that

Entertain

then percentages they might increase on
that line

if there is- the
Expand
business plan is
focusing more
on these

Table 4: Engagement choices in Extract 4
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The CFO presents two possible meanings of the percentages on the
budget slide, namely “expenditure compared to the (0.23) forecast
expenditure” and “the- eh- eh- (0.54) previous expenditure compared to the
forecast i-budget”. He then uses a simple “no” to Deny both of these options
(See Table 4), Countering them with what he conceives of as the correct
interpretation of the percentages: “it’s actually percentages (0.92) in the total
budget”. However, we cannot find any evidence in MD1 or MA1’s
questions that they interpreted the percentages on the slides in either of the
ways disclaimed by the CFO.
Nevertheless, the CFO must have realised that MA1 was asking a
question about the composition of the budget because, at the end of his
utterance, he says “but (answering my) question on how we go on that”.
What follows is the only new information that the CFO introduces in his
entire turn at speaking, and this information weakens the SD of the CFO’s
answer very slightly to give a short account of the processes involved in
drawing up the budget.
Thus, the overall impression given by the CFO’s answer to the discussion
on “variable percentages” is that he is evading the question. This analysis
has shown how the CFO closed the black box of the budget which was
opened by MD1 and MA1’s questions, through using two strategies to index
the idea that the information on the budget slides is sufficient and no further
investigation into the contents of this budget is necessary:
1.

Using dialogically contractive resources to close the black box: In
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Extract 3, the CFO makes heavy use of these to close the black box of
the entity’s spending on “manpower”, keeping his discourse at a
strong level of SD.
2.

Using dialogically expansive resources to interpret the presentation
rather than offer new information: In his explanation about “variable
percentages” (Extract 4), the CFO uses a predominance of dialogically
expansive resources that make it appear that he is opening the black
box of the budget and weakening the SD of the discussion. In actual
fact, he provides a brief qualitative answer to a question in which
quantitative information was requested. The name we give to this
strategy is “pseudo-opening”.
Using these strategies, the CFO avoids giving specific information in

response to two of the eight questions raised by MD1 and MA1. He
addresses one other question, leaving the other five unanswered because he
deems them not to be financial in nature, and thus outside his sphere of
expertise. These five questions are never answered in this meeting, because
after the CFO speaks, the rest of the meeting is taken up by follow-up
questions on the three topics he did address in his answers. C could possibly
have avoided this by asking the CEO to address the questions that had not
yet been answered before allowing any follow-up questions on the CFO’s
answers.
To summarise, the CFO’s answers demonstrate how MPs’ questions can
be either misunderstood or deliberately evaded in a committee meeting. He
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interprets MD1 and MA1’s questions as requesting more careful
interpretation of the information he had already presented, rather than
requesting additional information not included in the presentation. This may
be because he views his role as being to present the budget as a black box
that does not require opening.

4.3.

Stage 3: Follow-up questions

The follow-up questions show the MPs’ dissatisfaction with the CFO’s
answers to their questions by reiterating their demands that financial
information be supplied at a weaker level of SD, to allow the budget to be
interrogated further. These demands are marked by a growing asynchrony
between the MPs and the CFO, which according to interactional
sociolinguistic theory, indicates an increasing rift in understanding between
them. In the following section, we postulate what the sources of this rift
might be.

5.

Differing understandings of the presenters’ role in

parliamentary oversight

In the meeting discussed in the previous section, a presenter from a stateowned entity presented his report to the committee as a black box.
Meanwhile, the MPs sought to gain power by opening the black boxes of
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this presentation in order to critique their contents. This was a common
pattern in the oversight meetings observed in our study in the South African
parliament. This tendency is not restricted only to opposition party MPs; in
fact this analysis has shown how MD1, an opposition MP, works in tandem
with MA1, a ruling-party MP, to open up the black box of Agrément SA’s
budget presentation.
The CFO appears to conceive of his role as being to interpret the
presentation as it stands, rather than giving additional information that
would open the black box of the presentation further. Interactional
sociolinguistic theory suggests that this conception of his role forms part of
his background knowledge, or “schemata” (Widdowson 1983:37) by which
he interprets the interaction in the committee meeting. Meanwhile, the MPs’
questions and their dissatisfaction with the CFO’s answers clearly indicate
that they expect him to be able to give additional information about how the
budget was compiled. Hence, they rely on a different set of schemata.
The differences in understanding between the MPs and the presenter are
realised through a number of different strategies. The MPs use dialogically
expansive resources, particularly Entertain, to pinpoint areas of the budget
they believe lack detail and request that information at a weaker level of SD
be supplied in these areas to undo some of the epistemological condensation
of the budget presentation. By contrast, the presenter uses dialogically
contractive resources to close the black box of the budget presentation, and
when that does not succeed, uses dialogically expansive resources to
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accomplish pseudo-opening and weaken the SD of the presentation by
interpreting it, rather than by providing the additional information the MPs
are seeking.
Ultimately, despite the large number of questions asked in the initial
round of questions, the CFO is held accountable by the MPs to answering
the “financial” questions separately, rather than black-boxing them together.
However, the proliferation of follow-up questions on these financial matters
means that the remaining five questions which the CFO deems not to be
“financial” are not addressed.

6.

Conclusion: Theoretical implications and practical applications

This research has integrated diverse bodies of theory in order to form a
unified impression of how recontextualisation works in the parliamentary
oversight process. Our analysis has theoretical implications and practical
applications, which we describe in this section.
Theoretically, this study has allowed us to begin the process of
constructing a model of how knowledge is produced in political discourse,
using LCT. It was demonstrated that attempts to question the content of a
particular text, or to open black boxes produced in the text and weaken SD,
often involve dialogically expansive resources of Engagement. By contrast,
attempts to resist such interrogation, or to close the black boxes, often
involve dialogically contractive Engagement resources. However, in his
answers to the MPs’ questions, the CFO at one point used dialogically
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expansive Engagement resources to make it appear that he was opening the
black box of his budget presentation, although he was for the most part
simply repeating information already known to the MPs. This we referred to
as an example of a “pseudo-opening” strategy, where a speaker appears to
open a black box, but in effect closes it.
Maton and Moore’s (2010) social realist account of power, referred to in
Section 2, provides a useful way of showing how epistemological
condensation and rarefaction have an effect on the distribution of power.
This account enables this study to adopt a critical perspective on the
communicative practices in parliament. Epistemological condensation can
be used to increase the epistemic power of a particular body of knowledge,
and the stronger the links are between data at a weaker level of SD and
theory at a stronger level of SD in any given knowledge structure, the
stronger that knowledge structure is.
Figure 6 gives a rough diagrammatic representation of the partial model
of knowledge production in discourse we have arrived at by integrating
some of the concepts used in our study. In this diagram, the words at the
ends of the central pairs of arrows indicate the linguistic resources which we
have used to analyse how recontextualisation affects the strength of SD.
“Dialogic contraction” and “dialogic expansion” both refer to the use of
Engagement resources.
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SD+ Dialogic contraction

Recontextualization:

SD-

Epistemic
power

Epistemological
condensation

Epistemological
rarefaction

Dialogic expansion

Figure 6: Partial model of knowledge production in discourse

This model places recontextualisation at the centre of the production of
knowledge, since Maton’s (2011, 2014) concepts of epistemological and
axiological condensation, which we enact as processes of
recontextualisation, were devised to describe how knowledge is produced.
Much further research is required to refine this model and establish how
other linguistic resources can be used to enact SD. The model also needs to
be extended to take axiological SD into account as well as epistemological
SD. This research is progressing rapidly (e.g. Martin 2014), and we are
continuing to contribute to it Viewing political discourse as a process of
knowledge production, as we have done, has the potential to describe how
processes of recontextualisation have an influence both on language and on
society. Linguistically, they demonstrate how speakers manipulate their
engagement with prior texts to produce new knowledge. In society, this new
knowledge can be built into powerful knowledge structures that ultimately
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may entrench the practices of government and its state-owned entities, or in
the case of successful parliamentary oversight, challenge and transform
them.
Practically, our research has generated many recommendations about
how oversight can be strengthened by improving communication in
parliamentary committees. In Section 4.3, it was noted that while the MPs
were expecting the presenter to furnish them with further information that
would allow them to subject the entity’s budget to greater scrutiny, the
presenter understood his role to be simply one of interpreting the
information that he had already presented. This gave the committee
chairperson the impression that the presenter was unprepared for the
meeting. This type of misunderstanding could be prevented by more careful
briefing of presenters in advance of committee meetings: presenters should
be told that they may be asked for additional information that is not in their
presentations or the related documents, and be encouraged to have such
information about their budgets and strategic plans at the ready in order to
answer requests for further information.
In the same way, MPs could benefit by understanding that presenters will
naturally tend to regard their presentations as complete, cohesive knowledge
(black boxes) and thus resist attempts to probe these presentations or elicit
additional information not found in them. This resistance should not
necessarily be interpreted as evidence that the presenters have something to
hide, as was done in the episode discussed in Section 4. MPs could be made
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aware of this by introducing some basic material on the nature of blackboxing into their information sessions at the beginning of each term of
parliament.
This leads on to the topic of the number of MPs who should be allowed
to speak in a round of questions before the presenters are called on to
answer these questions. All MPs should be trained in the management of
follow-up questions, so that these are not raised when there are still
outstanding questions which have not been answered by the presenters, as
occurred in the episode described in Section 4. However, such careful
chairing may still not prevent situations in which committee meetings run
out of time as happened in the meeting discussed in Section 4
In the period at which data for this study was collected, the time slot
allocated to committee meetings was from 10:00am to 1:00pm on days
when these meetings are scheduled, although at times other meetings
impinge on this time slot. We would recommend that the period between
9:00am and 1:00pm be ring-fenced during days in the parliamentary
programme allocated to committee meetings, so that more time is afforded
to committees for their oversight meetings.
The politics of oversight in parliamentary committees such as the one
discussed in this chapter may not seem too significant when compared to the
“grand politics” (Wodak 2009:194) of sittings of the houses of parliament.
However, our broader study of parliament’s committee process shows that it
requires careful attention because it has a significant influence on
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parliament’s ability to hold government departments and state-owned
entities to account for their actions, and to cut their purse strings if their
performance is found wanting. We have shown that a close analysis of the
ways in which language is used to produce knowledge in an oversight
meeting can generate theory on how knowledge production is enacted in
discourse and useful recommendations on how parliamentary oversight can
be strengthened. As a result, our understanding of parliamentary discourse
is deepened and elected public representatives can engage more effectively
with government departments and state-owned entities, so that the South
African parliament works better for the people it is meant to serve.
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